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Mamma raccontami come sono nato

Abracadabra Lucertolina

Little Lizard loves helping kids who are living stressful periods, letting them know that children are not all the same and that every single child is special.
This book was thought for children with specific learning disabilities (SLD), even for those
who are still unaware of it; but it’ll be helpful even for those pupils who, without being dyslexic, dysgraphic or dyscalculic, are simply less good in doing something.
Written by D. Rosa, M. Giuliana Saletta, Cristiana Zucca, illustrated by Adele Zuccoli
ISBN: 978-88-89684-21-4 €10,00 - 48 pages and a brochure for parents

Strocca che fila, fila che strocca

The rhyme is a funny and effective way to introduce children to reading and to improve their
memory and rhythm. But this book also offers the possibility to color the drawings, cut and assemble simple collages, complete little frames, redesigned their fantasy ...
The topics of the rhymes are issues dear to children: the sleeping, baby food, family, the little
brother who is about to be born and those already born with which they often fight!
Various authors, illustrated by Tiziana Rinaldi
ISBN: 9788889684108 € 10,00 - 60 pages

Some children were born thanks to the gift of a spermatozoon or a oocyte, others thanks to
the chance of cryoconserving an embryo, others thanks to the meeting of the spermatozoon
or the oocyte in a test-tube, but, in any case, the message of our tales is that they were born
thanks to the extraordinary love of their parents. Children make friends with nice characters
who help them understand the extraordinary mystery of their birth. Written by various authors,
illustrated by Tiziana Rinaldi 978-88-89684-06-1 € 12,00 - 80 pages

Sono nata figlia unica!

What happens when an only child is about to have a little brother?
Bea will have a brother soon and she is not very excited about it. She sees her parents acting strange, as
doormats for this new baby and in ways she is not at all exited about it. But at a certain point Bea understands that jealousy is useless and when a little brother arrives it’s better to welcome him as a friend rather
than consider him an enemy.
Written by Luisa Staffieri, illustrated by Tiziana Rinaldi € 8,00 - 68 pages

Arriva un bambino

How are children born ? This is a question that requires a different response and needs to
be personalized to the degree of curiosity of children but we must respond without circumvention. The beautiful illustrations, clear and explanatory, and the simple texts, written in
capital letters, make the book suitable for a child’s first reading
By various authors, illustrated by Tiziana Rinaldi
ISBN: 9788889684092 € 6,00 - 24 pages

Il volo di Giorgia

The tender and adventurous story of Giorgia, a little girl who travels the sky on a little cloud, for one day.
Little Giorgia speaks the language of nature and receives important messages from the animals she
meets.
This story invites children to respect nature and, at the same time, helps them reflect about feelings,
emotions and human behaviour.
Written by Laura Novello, illustrated by Matteo Gaule
ISBN: 9788889252 € 9,00 - 48 pages

Coccorocò, cuoco delle coccole

Coccorocò is a recipe- fairy tale- book suitable for readers aged 5 to 9 and written by twelve
students who attended a course of creative writing made at the vocational school for cooks Cfp
Formont in Villadossola VB). A gluttonous book born to make children love reading / writing and
healthy food, with illustrations created using real products such as flour, confetti, fritters, coloured
pip... Edited by Maria Giuliana Saletta and Chiara Coppa, ill ustrated by Adele Zuccoli
ISBN: 9788889684269 € 6,00 - 24 pages
www.casaeditricemammeonline.it editricemol@gmail.com 0881661641 34820976 Fax: 178 2772725
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Ottavio Cuordizucchero

King Severino and Queen Seppina are impatiently waiting for a baby and at a certain point their dream comes true and Ottavio is born! They select the best tutors, the most qualified doctors and the ablest weapons
masters to let Ottavio become the proud and courageous leader of Torrebianca Army. But Ottavio...
A book about children’s true wishes and parents’ expectations.
Written by Luisa Staffieri, illustrated byi Tiziana Rinaldi € 8,00 - 70 pages

La mucca Guendalina

What happens when a cow is so great that it can no longer stand in the barn? And. .. how much
milk a cow so large produces? Rivers of milk to to form a stream! But, the fact of staying alone at
the top of the mountain makes Guendalina begin to suffer from loneliness so she stops producing milk, with great despair of...
A book in which images and text go side by side but have their own life in telling the story of
Guenddalina his moments of sadness and happiness.
Written by Maria Giuliana Saletta, illustrated by Adele Zuccoli
ISBN: 9788889684139 € 8,00 - 24 pages

,

Quisquilia

Quisquilia is a nine years old girl with a whacky family. She decides to investigate a mysterious
theft that took place in her quiet little village, Eccoci.
A book about the special relationship between grandparents and grandchildren, family ties that
give security, siblings who fight but always protect each others and the tenderness of first love.
Written by Carla Rimondi, illustrated by Tiziana Rinaldi € 9,00 - 94 pages

Ali di libellula

Ninablu

Giorgia and Sara are the two sides of the same coin. They are so different and yet inseparable. They are
the protagonists of this tender story about that kind of friendship everybody would want to experience.
The girls themselves tell their story and they describe each other exactly as they are, regardless of
strengths and weaknesses, and they will always fight to protect their relationship.
Written by Luisa Staffieri, illustrated byi Tiziana Rinaldi € 8,00 - 96 pages

There is a clue in the name. Blue. Blue as the sea that borders the island where Nina lives, in the
house above the cliff. Nina and this sea are the protagonists of a book that smells of algae and salt
and has the circular flow of the wheel of the year.
Written and illustrated by Tiziana Rinaldi € 9,00 - 96 pages

Ancora una

Nine stories illustrated and written by moms and aspiring moms. Fairy tales about Masters
of pumpkins, carrion crows white as snow, special fairies who bring children, stones in love,
toothless Princes... Characters from everyday life that through which explain adoption, diversity, peace and friendship. Written by various authors, illustrated by Tiziana Rinaldi
978-88-89684-00-9 € 8,00 - 80 pages

Mille e mille modi di amare

Every child likes to ask his mom and his dad how he was born but not all stories start in
a maternity hospital. Some stories were born from a long flight or by an establishment in a
country far away. And when your children are too young to understand a difficult past, the
stories tell about angels that tie broken threads, of starlets heart, birds, fireflies friends of raccoons, gold dust fairies. Written by various authors, illustrated by Tiziana Rinaldi
978-88-89684-01-6 € 8,00 - 80 pages
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